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Ion bombardment causes surface instabilities on a range of materials including metals,

semiconductors, and insulators. However, the proposed mechanisms for these instabilities have yet to

explain the rich range of nanometer-scale patterns that are observed experimentally. Here we show

that smoothing balanced by impact angle dependent mass redistribution explains the atomistic origin

of ripple formation and orientation, particularly angle dependent transitions between different orienta-

tions. A competition between the mass accumulated on the surface and the hole created on the surface

determines the orientation of ripples. Results are consistent with experimental observations for a range

of ions, ion energies, and targets. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3650469]

The formation of nanometer-scale ripples on solid surfaces

by ion bombardment is observed on semiconductors (Si,

Ge),1,2 metals (Cu, graphite),3,4 and insulators (SiO2),5 and for

different ion species including Ar,1,6 Kr,6 and Xe.2,6 Ripples

form either parallel or perpendicular to the beam direction and

can change orientation if the impact angle changes. However,

little is known about what atomistic mechanisms or features of

individual ion impacts are linked to the formation of any par-

ticular ripple pattern, particularly its orientation. Here we con-

sider Ar, Kr, and Xe ions with energies of 250 eV and 1500 eV

impacting Si and Ge and study the growth and orientation of

ripples. Our results suggest that ion induced surface redistribu-

tion, parameterized by moments of the craters formed by ion

impacts, has a significant influence on ripple orientation.

According to the Bradley-Harper theory,7 ripple formation

is a surface instability with wavenumber q arising due to a q2 de-

pendent roughening mechanism, characterized by the so-called

incident angle dependent sputtering coefficients Cx and Cy, and

a q4 dependent smoothing mechanism, with the relaxation coef-

ficient B. The coefficients Cx and Cy are intended to model the

spatial extent of the deposited energy and were initially based

upon Sigmund’s ellipsoidal energy deposition approximation.8

Simulations9–11 and experiments12 both suggest that more mass

is redistributed on the surface than is sputtered.

Using a moment-based description of mass redistribu-

tion effects, Norris et al.11 explained the smoothing of surfa-

ces under ion bombardment with off-normal incidence

angles lower than 45�. Nevertheless, perpendicular ripples,

as observed experimentally for angles higher than 80�, are

not reproduced in their molecular dynamics (MD) based pre-

dictions. They speculate that this is related to the absence of

explicit curvature dependence of crater functions.11 Likewise

because they find that the sign of Cy is always positive, its

role on ripple formation or orientation is not reflected in their

results or conclusions.

To better explain the atomistic processes of pattern for-

mation over the range of ion energies and angles of incidence,

we carry out highly accurate, statistically averaged molecular

dynamics simulations and a crater-function multiscale analy-

sis, based on the finite-amplitude modeling approach that was

introduced by Kalyanasundaram et al.10 We show that mass

redistribution mediates ripple formation and orientation and

that angle-dependent surface evolution can be explained by a

combination of a standard q4-dependent smoothing effect and

a local-angle dependent mass redistribution. The evolution of

surface patterns is simulated by numerically integrating the

change in the height of a surface via10

hð~r; tþ DtÞ ¼ hð~r; tÞ þ
XN

i¼1

Dhionð~r �~r0
i; hð~r0

iÞÞ þ Dhrelaxation;

(1)

where~r is an arbitrary position on the surface, N is the num-

ber of random impacts over time Dt, ri
0 is the ith random

impact point, Dhion is the crater function representing the en-

semble averaged mean change in surface height due to an

impact, and Dhrelaxation is the solution for the change in sur-

face height due to surface relaxation over time Dt. As in the

Bradley-Harper (BH) model, the relaxation is modeled as a

fourth-order diffusion, @th ¼ �Br4h, which upon Fourier

transformation has the solution

ĥðq!; tþ DtÞ ¼ ĥðq!; tÞe�BDtðq1
2þq2

2Þ2: (2)

Here, Dĥrelaxation ¼ ĥrelaxationðq!; tþ DtÞ � ĥðq!; tÞ is the sur-

face height change due to surface relaxation over Dt, and q1

and q2 are reciprocal-space coordinates. Surface relaxation, of-

ten modeled as we have done here with parameter B, has been

used to model various mechanisms. It has been assumed to be

thermally activated surface diffusion that involves atomic den-

sity of mobile species, temperature, surface energy, surface dif-

fusivity, and atomic volume.14,15 It has also been used to

represent surface-tension driven viscous flow confined within a

near-surface region around the point of impact.16,17 The pre-

cise relaxation mechanism is unknown; our isotropic diffusion

model, with B as a model parameter, is consistent with a range

of potential phenomena. We take its effect to be isotropic, as it

has typically been represented, so we can anticipate that its

principal effect will be on ripple wavelength.

To associate ripple orientation with the geometric fea-

tures of ion impacts, as quantified by their average crater
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function, the redistribution of mass is analyzed by the low-

order moments of the mean crater shape:

M0 ¼
ð

hðx; yÞdxdy ¼ SputterYield; (3a)

My ¼
ð

xhðx; yÞdxdy; (3b)

Mx ¼
ð

yhðx; yÞdxdy; (3c)

where x is the direction of the beam projected onto the mean

surface plane and y is in this plane normal to the x-direction.

The zeroth-order moment is proportional to sputter yield and

is a scalar and therefore cannot be important for any direc-

tional effects such as ripple orientation. Ripple formation

must therefore arise from first- and higher-order moments.

Mx is zero due to symmetry of craters about the x-axis. We

shall see that the behavior of the first-order moment about

the y-axis, which represents the basic mass redistribution in

the direction of the ion beam, is sufficient to explain changes

in ripple orientation.

Anticipating this role of crater moments, particularly the

effects of M0, My, and B in the evolution equation, atomistic

simulations are performed to compute realistic craters and

their moments for a range of impact conditions involving 4

ion species (Ar, Kr, Xe, and Rn), 2 target materials (Si and

Ge), 2 energies (250 eV and 1500 eV), and 9 angles of inci-

dence (0�, 10�, 20�, 30�, 40�, 50�, 60�, 70�, and 80�). Exam-

ple computed craters are shown in Fig. 1. The values of My

for all of the craters are shown in Fig. 2. The details of the

molecular dynamics simulations are reported in full detail

elsewhere.10

For normal incidence, craters are always axisymmetric,

and Mx and My are zero for any conditions, as shown in

Fig. 2. On the other hand, off-normal impacts break the y-

symmetry of the crater function as shown in Fig. 1. My is

generally nonzero for off-normal incidence, except at the

transition points where it changes its sign. For impact angles

greater than 60�, rims are also significant in the lateral direc-

tion, as seen in Fig. 1 for the 80� crater plot. Hence, for

larger angles the rim contribution to My is smaller than the

hole contribution, making the net My negative.

We show here through computational results that the sign

of My and @hMy determines ripple orientation; ripples with q
vector parallel to the beam direction are formed when My> 0

and @hMy< 0, and ripples with q vector perpendicular to the

beam direction are formed when My< 0. The role of the sign

of moments and their gradients can be explained by connect-

ing moments to mass flux through linearized angle dependent

coefficients,11,18 which in the notation of BH yields

CxðhÞ¼
d

dh
½MyðhÞcosh�; (4a)

CyðhÞ ¼ MyðhÞcoshcoth: (4b)

The coefficients Cx or Cy contribute to surface evolution

according to

@h

@t
¼ CxðhÞ

@2h

@x2
þ CyðhÞ

@2h

@y2
� Br4h: (4c)

When either Cx or Cy is negative, surface instability leads to

the formation of ripples; for Cx< 0, parallel ripples are

expected, and for Cy< 0, perpendicular ripples are expected. If

both are positive, smoothing is anticipated to be dominant. On

the other hand, if Cy< 0 and Cx< 0, then the conditions

jCxj< jCyj and jCyj> jCxj would lead to parallel and perpen-

dicular ripples, respectively. These linear predictions agree

with finite-amplitude simulations we present with the MD cra-

ters as well as multiple experimental observations. For exam-

ple, with the My values in Fig. 2, perpendicular ripples are

predicted for 250 eV ion (Ar, Kr, or Xe) bombardment of Si or

Ge, which is consistent with the experimental findings of per-

pendicular ripples for 250 eV Ar on Si at 10�,13 300 eV Kr on

Si at 20�,19 500 eV Xe on Si at <30�,6 and 500 eV Xe on Ge

at <10�.6 The computational results summarized in the

moment diagram also predict perpendicular ripple formation at

the highest angles of incidence, which agrees with the observa-

tion of perpendicular ripples for 1 keV Ar on Si,13 2 keV Kr

on Si,6 and 5 keV Xe on Si.20 For Ar on Si at 250 eV and

lower angles, the experimental observation of perpendicular

ripples13 is reported to be an experimental artifact. For these

conditions, using our MD results in terms of Cx and Cy, forma-

tion of ripples is difficult to predict as Cx and Cy become com-

parable. However, our multiscale simulations show clearly that

this condition leads to perpendicular ripples. In similar experi-

mental conditions, Xe incident on Si and Ge forms perpendic-

ular ripples.6 Our results are also consistent with experimental

observations of parallel ripples for Ar-Si at higher energies—

500 eV (Fig. 1(d) in Ref. 6), 800 eV (Fig. 5(a) in Ref. 6), and

1200 eV (Fig. 5(b) in Ref. 6), all at 15� impact angle.

Additionally, the My-based criterion predicts a double

transition (perpendicular-to-parallel-to-perpendicular as

angle of incidence increases) for lower energy (<500 eV)

ion bombardment of Si with Ar, Kr, and Xe, which agrees

with the experimental evidence for Kr on Si (Ref. 19) and

Xe on Si.6 But as the impact energy increases, redistributive

effects from the rim are more significant than redistributive

hole effects even at lower angles, which suggests only a sin-

gle orientation transition at higher energies. Also, for heavier

ions at high incidence angles (�80�), the My contribution

from the redistributed rim mass becomes stronger, which

causes only parallel ripples to form, regardless of ion energy.

Consequently, no perpendicular ripples were obtained in

their MD predicted phase diagram.

To check the predictions based on the My criterion, full

multiscale surface evolution simulations are performed with

realistic MD-based craters obtained for Ar on Si at two

FIG. 1. (Color online) Effect of angle of incidence on crater shapes for 1500 eV

Xe bombardment of Si. The beam direction is shown by the black arrow and the

intersection of the dotted lines indicates the point of impact. The actual height of

the crater rim (0.2 Å–1.0 Å) is much smaller than the lateral size (3.0–5.0 Å) of

the crater. All of the craters are plotted using the same contour levels.
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different energies (250 eV and 1500 eV). A phase diagram

containing these results as well as experimental results from

the literature is shown in Fig. 3. The orientation predictions

based on the My criterion are reproduced by the multiscale

simulations based on realistic MD craters, and the results

match most of the experimental observations. For Ar bom-

bardment of Si at 250 eV from 30� to 70� incidence angle, our

parallel ripples appear to be inconsistent with the experimen-

tally observed flat surfaces. However, it should be noted that

the amplitude of these ripples is only about 0.5 Å, which is

essentially atomically flat. Indeed, a value for B can be chosen

such that the experimentally observed smoothness is

achieved.

Nonetheless, the experimental observation of both flat

structures and ripple structures under the same impact condi-

tions (Xe on Ge and Si at 2 keV at 20� angle of incidence) at

different acceleration voltages6 highlights the influence of an

experimentally controllable parameter for tuning the wave-

length of nanostructures. Consequently, flat and rippled struc-

tures both seem to appear at the same impact conditions.

Thus, in terms of ripple orientation, the moment criterion and

the MD computed results reproduce most of the experimental

observations. Furthermore, the results indicate that the sign of

Cy, which is assumed to be always negative by Bradley and

Harper, can be either positive or negative, and it plays an im-

portant role in explaining experimentally observed perpendic-

ular ripples at beam angles lower than 30� for lower energy

(500 eV) ion impacts. Our MD results and analysis also show

that both Cy and Cx are important for surface morphology.

Norris et al.11 showed this in their surface transport model,

but based on their MD results found Cy to be positive for all

angles and Cx to be negative for all angles greater than 45�.
Hence, they did not predict perpendicular ripples at large h
based on their MD results. Our results are consistent with the

observed larger angle formation of perpendicular ripples for

several ion-target combinations including Ar-Si.

It should be noted that the craters presented here were

computed using a special procedure21 to prevent mass con-

servation artifacts associated with crater computations using

pre-impact and post-impact atomic positions or a probe atom

method as is often done.9–11 The differences in the MD-

based phase diagrams reported in this work and in Ref. 11

are thought to derive from the method used in computing

craters.

To summarize, we show that the sign of My and @hMy,

as predicted based upon our MD results, together determine

the orientation of the ripples observed. Local impact angle

dependent mass redistribution and smoothing combined pro-

vide a comprehensive explanation for surface instability, for-

mation of ripples, and their orientation and transitions as a

function of angle of incidence.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Variation of My for different species and energies for

(a) Si and (b) Ge targets. For example, ArSi250 denotes 250 eV Ar ion bom-

bardment of Si. The My value is zero for normal incidence and negative only

for high angles or low angles with low ion energies.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Ion energy and angle dependent surface morphology

for Ar ion bombardment of Si. Each data “point” is represented by an ori-

ented morphology image, with scaled wavelengths and amplitudes obtained

from experimental and simulation results. Experimental morphologies are

marked by rectangular boxes, where morphologies boxed with solid and dot-

ted lines are taken from Ref. 6 and Ref. 13, respectively. The reference

wavelength and amplitude are taken as 20 nm and 2 nm, respectively.
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